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The notion of a reduction ring has been introduced by B. Buchberger to specify 
(by a set of axioms relating the arithmetic operations in the ring with an ordering 
on the ring) a class of rings for which the Grijbner bases approach is possible. The 
notion of a reduction ring has later been generalized by giving weaker axioms that 
contain a wider class of rings. In this paper we study the heredity of the reduction 
ring property, i.e., give theorems of the following kind: If R is a reduction ring and 
S is built up from R by a certain “operation” then S is also a reduction ring. 
Examples of possible S are rings R” and rings R/.1, where A is an ideal in R. 
f 1991 Academic Press. Inc. 
Reduction rings have been introduced in [4,5] and further been 
generalized in [ll-141. Reduction rings are commutative rings with 1 for 
which a generalization of the Grobner bases approach introduced in [l, 3] 
is possible. They are characterized by a set of axioms relating the arithmeti- 
cal operations in the ring with an ordering on the ring. In order to show 
that some ring R is a reduction ring, one has to choose a noetherian 
ordering < on R, finite index sets 1, (for each c E R), and sets of multipliers 
Mi (for each c E R, in I,) such that the axioms of a reduction ring are 
satisfied. 
Once a ring is shown to be a reduction ring, one can compute Grobner 
bases of ideals in R. However, one can also compute Grobner bases of 
ideals in a polynomial ring over R as coefficient domain. 
The basic idea of the method of Grobner bases is the transformation of 
a given (finite) set of polynomials F into a certain standard form G, for 
which in [3] the name Grobner basis has been introduced. By the method 
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of Griibner bases one can solve the simplification problem for polynomial 
ideals. Based on this, a large number of other algorithmic problems can be 
solved easily, including the membership problem for polynomial ideals, 
exact solutions of F viewed as a system of algebraic equations, computa- 
tions in the residue class ring modulo the ideal generated by F. 
There are quite a few approaches to generalize the concept of Grobner 
bases to other rings than just polynomial rings over fields. Trinks [ 151 and 
Zacharias [lS] consider polynomial rings over “simplification rings.” A 
simplification ring is a ring in which the problem of computing syzygies 
is solvable algorithmically. Robbiano [lo] presupposes a “grading” (for 
example, a polynomial structure) on the considered ring in order to 
formulate the notion of Grobner bases on this ring. 
For the concept of reduction rings it is not necessary to presuppose the 
algorithmic solvability of “higher order” problems (as, for example, in 
[ 15, 181) nor is it necessary to have any additional structure on the ring 
(as, for example, in [7, lo]). The axioms for reduction rings are “first 
order” in the sense that their formulation does not involve sets of elements 
in the ring but, similar to the usual axioms of algebraic nature like 
associativity, commutativity, etc., involves only ring elements, operations 
on elements and the additional order predicate. Furthermore, by the con- 
cept of reduction rings, starting from some reduction ring R, one can built 
up a whole tower of rings that are also reduction rings. This entails that in 
all these rings one can compute Grijbner bases; compare the diagram in 
the Graphical Overview. 
Recently [14], we showed that the notion of a reduction ring is powerful 
enough to handle also the computation of Grijbner bases of modules and 
of s&rings (not just ideals). Griibner bases of modules have been con- 
sidered in [6,9, 16, 171. However, these authors introduced a new notion 
of reduction and of S-polynomials in order to formulate the Griibner bases 
approach for modules. Using reduction rings, it is not necessary to redefine 
the conepts of reduction and S-polynomials or critical pairs. Furthermore, 
by our approach, one can compute Griibner bases of modules over 
arbitrary reduction rings not just polynomial rings over fields. 
In this paper we study the heredity of the property of being a reduction 
ring. More precisely, we consider theorems of the following kind: If R is a 
reduction ring then also S (built up from R by certain operations) is a 
reduction ring with a certain ordering on S, and certain sets of multipliers. 
The first theorem of this kind is already shown in [4]: S= R[x,, . . . . x,] 
is a reduction ring whenever R is. a reduction ring, choosing an 
“admissible” ordering on S and certain sets of monomials as sets of multi- 
pliers. 
In this paper we prove two theorems of this kind. 
First, we show that S= R" is a reduction ring whenever R is a reduction 
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ring, i.e., we describe how an ordering on R” and sets J,., and Ni. for R” can 
be chosen (depending on the ordering and the sets I,., M:. for R) such that 
R” together with this ordering and the sets of multipliers Nf. satisfies the 
axioms of a reduction ring. 
Second, we show, that R/A is a reduction ring if R is a reduction ring, 
A an ideal in R, and the ordering considered for R is a total ordering and 
some additional properties are shtisfied. These additional properties are so 
weak that they are satisfied by many rings. For example, all rings of the 
structure R[.v , , . . . . ~,~]/(a,, . . . . a,), where each a, has the form CI,X~’ - cz;$, 
R a totally ordered reduction ring, are reduction rings. (This approach to 
computing Grobner bases in some R/A is different from the approach of 
“simulating” computations in R/A by computations in R and, by this, 
simulate the computation of Grobner bases in R/A, see [S].) 
The heredity of the reduction ring property to some ring S is not only 
interesting for computing Grobner bases in S. This could also be done by 
less powerful theorems, e.g., by “simulating” the Grobner bases computa- 
tion. By simulation one can only compute Grobner bases in some ring S 
built up from R in “one step” (if it is know how to compute Griibner bases 
in Rj. By simulating one cannot compute Grobner bases in another ring S’ 
built up from S by just simulating the computation in R (except, maybe, 
in very trivial cases). 
Using the heredity of the reduction ring property, one can build up a 
whole tower R, S, (built up from R), S2 (built up from S,), . . . . S, (built up 
from S,,- i ), and compute Grobner bases in all rings Si by using our 
theorems and knowing how to compute Grobner bases in R. Furthermore, 
one can compute Griibner bases of ideals in any Sj as well as Grobner 
bases of modules over any Si. 
An important fact in this context is that also fields satisfy the axioms of 
a reduction ring. By this fact, all theorems that hold for reduction rings 
also hold for fields, and, hence, also for polynomial rings over a field as 
coefficient domain. 
Notations. In this paper we use the notion of a reduction ring as 
specified in [ 141. (The notion in [14] differs from the notion in [12] in 
so far, as finitely many sets of multipliers are allowed for each element in 
R instead of just two sets of multipliers for each CE R. This makes some 
additional indexing necessary.) The notations needed for the computation 
of Grobner bases in reduction rings (notation of reduction relation, critical 
pairs, Grobner bases) are stated in the next section. 
(A) denotes the ideal generated by a set A. 
R/A denotes the residue class ring of R modulo -4, where A is an ideal 
in R. 
p -aqiffp=q+Ccr,a,for some ai~A. 
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GRAPHICAL OVERVIEW 
The following diagram gives an overview on the results about reduction 
rings. 
One can compute: 
l Griibner bases of ideals in R (see [4]) 
l Grijbner bases of modules over R (see [ 141) 
l Griibner bases of (certain) subrings of R (see [ 141). 
Reduction rings are: 
l all fields 
l Z (see [4]) 
l Z;, ZEN (see [ll, 121) 
l C,,,, the rings of cyclic foldings 
R is a reduction ring c------- (see C131) 
l Q with a certain total ordering 
(see [I141) 
l {a+biIa,beZ} (see [ll, 121) 
. all total ordered reduction rings 
(see this paper). 
The following rings are also reduction rings: 
l R[x,, . . . . ~1 (see C41) 
l R” (see this paper) 
l R/(,4) (for certain R and A) 
(see this paper). 
Reduction rings are also: 
l c.m 
l z,cx,, ..., x,1/(x; -x,, . ..) xf -x,) 
. Q[x,, . . . . x,],‘(xf - 1, . . . . xf - 1) 
l R[x,, . . . . x,]/(xf -x;, . ..) xf _ 1 - xi). 
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REDUCTION RINGS 
Before we give the definitions of reductions and the definition of 
reduction rings, we sketch the most important concepts of reductions and 
axioms of reduction rings. 
Reduction rings are commutative rings with 1 and an additional ordering 
relation <. The axioms of a reduction ring relate the arithmetical opera- 
tions of the ring with the additional order predicate. The axioms are 
formulated mainly on the basis of a reduction relation (denoted by -+ ). 
This reduction relation is a subset of the ordering relation, i.e., if a -+ 6 then 
a > 6, but not vice versa. a -+ b holds only for special 6, namely for those 
h that have the form a - mc for certain nz and c. Which c are allowed is 
normally written as an index to the relation -+. The possible m for each c 
are collected in the so called sets of multipliers M,. 
A Grobner basis is a subset G of R such that, starting from some element 
aE R, each sequence of reductions by elements CE G leads to the same 
result (the normal form of a w.r.t. G). Once a ring R is shown to be a 
reduction ring one can, by means of Buchberger’s algorithm, compute 
Grobner bases in R and in rings built up from R to which the property of 
being a reduction ring is hereditary. 
In order to successfully apply the algorithm for computing Grobner 
bases in some ring R, the ring must already have some properties that are 
“consistent” with the Griibner bases algorithm. The following figure shows 
the most important such properties (axioms of reduction rings) graphically. 








u-mlcl a-mm,c2 a-ttnz,c,++ ... ++a-rn,c? 
(If a is reducible modulo c to two different elements, then these elements 
can be connected below a.) 
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a - mm’c’ 
(To each non-trivial common reducible a there exists a minimal non-trivial 
common reducible that is smaller and has some nice properties.) 
In the next few paragraphs we give the definition of reduction rings and 
Grobner bases. 
Let R be a commutative ring with 1 (possibly with zero divisors), < a 
noetherian partial order relation w.r.t. descending chains on R, and Mi, c R 
for each CER, iEI,, Ic some finite index set. For each CE R let 
M, := lJiE,Mf. 
In this section, we use 
a, 6, c, 4 e for elements of R, 
I, m, n for elements of M,, (if c is clear from the context )
G D for subsets of R, 
i,j, k for elements of Z, (natural numbers). 
We illustrate the concept of the definitions on the following example: 
R=Z, IC={O} f or each c, M~=M~=M~= (l}, Mp=Z- {O} for i34, 
andO<l<-1<2<--2<3.... 
The following definitions are needed to define the notions of reduction 
rings and Grobner bases. 
DEFINITION. a is reducibZe to b modulo c by nz, denoted by a +Cm,r, b, 
iff b = a - mc, rr2~M,, and b<a. 
If one (or more) of 6, m, c does not appear with the symbol -+ then the 
meaning of the expression is that there exists b, 112, or c, respectively, such 
that a+ (m,cj b. For example, a -+c (a is reducible modulo c) iff a -+t,n,cj b 
for some b and m. 
EXAMPLE. 3 -+(,,2j 1, but 3 k (3, , 0 because 3 $ M,. 
For a set C, a + c means that there is some c E C such that a -)L.. 
(Remark. We write + instead of -fc if it is clear from the context what 
c is.) 
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t-t, +*, c-t* are the symmetric, the reflexive transitive, and the reflexive 
transitive symmetric closure of a reduction relation +, respectively. 
(m,, cr) and (m2, c2) are irrelatiue 
iff m, and FII~ belong to different sets of multipliers for C, i.e., 
iff (c,#c,) or (cL=c2,3i:m,EMt.,, m2EM,.,-Mf.l). 
EXAMPLE. (1, 2) and (1, 3) are irrelative, but (1, 4) and (3,4) are not 
irrelative. 
a is a common reducible for c, and c2 
iff there are m, , m, such that a is reducible modulo c, by ~1, and 
modulo c2 by nt2, and (m, ) c, ) and (ml, c2) are irrelative, 
EXAMPLE. 7 is a common reducible for 2 and 3, because 7 -+,1,7) 5, 
7 -+(1,3,4, and (1,2), (1,3) are irrelative. 
a is a non-tritlial common reducible for c1 and c2 w.r.t. i, j, denoted by 
Cl A&. 
iff a is a common reducible for c, and c2 and there are no nz!, m2 
such that a is reducible modulo c1 by m r and modulo c2 by m2, (a - m i c, 
is further reducible modulo c2 by mn2 or a-m:c, is further reducible 
modulo cr by nz,), (m,, cr) and (m,, c2) irrelative, and m, EM:.,, m,sii4~I 
in case c, = c2. 
EXAMPLE. 7 is not a non-trivial common reducible for 2 and 3 because 
7+ (l.z) j+ 7 +t1,3) 4, and 4 -+(I.zI 2. 3 is a non-trivial common reducibie 
for 2 and 3 because 3 -+(1,2) 19 3 1’(1,3) 0, these are the only possible reduc- 
tions modulo 2 and 3, 1 -A ,L,3), 0 +Cl,z), and (1, 2). (1, 3) are irrelative. 
a is a minimal non-trivial common reducible for c, and c2 w.r.t. i, j, denoted 
by cr Q,, 
iff a is a non-trivial common reducible for c1 and cl_ w.r.t. i. j and 
there is, w.r.t. the ordering -c, no smaller non-trivial common reducible for 
cr and c7 w.r.t. i, j than a. 
EXAMPLE. The minimal non-trivial common reducible for 2 and 3 is 2. 
a is a non-trivial reducible for c, denoted by cd”, 
iff a is reducible modulo c, and there are no m 1, m2 such that a is 
reducible module c by m, and modulo c by m2, and a - m,c is further 
reducible modulo c by m, . 
a is a minimal non-trivial reducible for c, denoted by c g n, 
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iff a is a non-trivial reducible for c, and there is, w.r.t. the orering <, 
no smaller non-trivial reducible for c than a. 
EXAMPLE. 2 is a minimal non-trivial reducible for 3, because 
2+ (i, 3j - 1, - 1 is not further reducible module 3, and there is no other 
reduction of 2 module 3, and - 1 and 1 are not reducible module 3. 
bl, b2 constitute a critical pair for cr and c2 w.r.t. a 
iff a is a minimal non-trivial common reducible for ci and cz w.r.t. 
some i,j, and there arenz,,nz2 such that (I +in 2,,C,, a-m,c,=b,,a -s,~~,~~) 
a-mzc2=bZ, (m,,c,) and (n12,c2) irrelative, m, EM:, nz,~M{ in case 
Cl =c*. 
EXAMPLE. 0, - 1 constitute a critical pair for 2 and 3 w.r.t. 2, because 
2 is a minimal non-trivial reducible for 2 and 3, 2 +C,,2j 0, 3 +C1,3j - 1, and 
(1, 2), (1, 3) are irrelative. 
As one will see after the definition of a reduction ring, the splitting of M, 
in the definitions above provides an additional degree of freedom for the set 
of multipliers. However, this splitting of the M, will only influence the con- 
struction of critical pairs for two elements cr and c2 , where c, = cz and, 
hence, the construction of a Grobner basis. Once a Griibner basis has been 
calculated one need not take care of the chosen splitting any longer. 
DEFINITION. Let R be a commutative ring with 1, < a noetherian 
partial order relation on R, M,., Mi E R for each c E R, iE I,, I, a linite 
index sets. 
R together with < and M,, Mf, (ills) constitute a reduction ring iff 
Uie 1C Mf. = M, for each c, and the following axioms are satisfied: 
(RO) 1 EM, for each CER- (0). 
(Rl) If mEiM, then -GEM,.. 
(R2) If WZEM,., c#O then mc#O. 
(R3) Urn,, . . . . m,z E M,)(b=xlGiG. mi) for each 6, c#O. (“The sets 
of multipliers for each c E R generate R.“) 
(R4) If a#0 then a>O. 
W) If a +w,r) b, dE R, then there are m,, . . . . m,, n,, . . . . n,. such that 
(a + d + cm,.<) a+d-m,c+ ..- +,m,,c,a+d-m,c- ... -myc = b+d- 
n,c- ... -nn,.c+ ... tb+d--n,c c(~,.~, b+d, and m,+ ... +m,= 
m’+n,+ ... +n,. (“If a is reducible to b then a+d and b+d have a 
common successor”.) 
UW If a--m,c +(m,,Cj a +(,n7.c) a-mm,c, and (m,, c), Cm, c) are 
not irrelative, then there are I,, . . . . IL such that lz-m,c t*Cl,,C, a -m,c- 
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I1c-- “++,I~,c)a-m,c- .. . -lkc=a-m2c, a-m,c-i,c- ‘.. -l,c<a, 
for l<j<k, and I,+ ... +l,+m,=m,. (“If a is reducible modulo c to 
two different elements, then these elements can be connected below a.“) 
(R7) If clA$cz then there are u’<a and r~ such that 
(1) a’ is a minimal non-trivial common reducible for c1 and c2 
w.r.t. i, j, 
(2) m’~M,.*mm’EM,., for all m’, C, 
(3) a’>a’+c*a>a+mc, for all c, 
(4) b +,d*mb tt,md, for all b, c, d, 
(5) If a’ -+(,n,,r,,, a’ -+(n12,c2), and (m,, cl), (m,, c7) are irrelative 
then (mm,, c,), (rn~~~, cz) are irrelative, for all m,, m2. 
(“To each non-trivial common reducible there exists a minimal non-trivial 
common reducible that is smaller and has some nice properties,“) 
(R8) If CA” then there are a’ < a and m such that 
(1) a’ is a minimal non-trivial reducible for c, 
(2) r??’ E A!,., *mm’ E M,, , for all m’, c’, 
(3) a’>u’+c’*u>a+mc’, for all c’: 
(4) b +=. d * mb wC. md, for all b, c’, d, 
(“To each non-trivial reducible there exists a minimal non-trivial reducible 
that is smaller and has some nice properties.“) 
(RTl) There exists no infinite sequence D,, D,, . . . . of subsets of R 
such that 
Red(D,)cRed(D,)c ..., where c is strict set inclusion, 
Red(D) := {ala -+D}. 
(RT2) For all c,, cl the set 
{ 13 a m,,m,:u-m,c,,fl=nz,c, 
constitute a critical pair for cI , c? w.r.t. u) 
is finite. 
(REl ) < is decidable on R. 
(RE2) There exists an algorithm A such that for all a, c 
on2 E Ml)(a +(n*,r)) =a a - A(u, c) c < a, A(u; c) E ML. 
We complete this section with the definition of Criibner bases. 
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DEFINITION. G (a finite subset of R) is a Grijbner basis if and only if for 
all a, b E R: 
If n ++g b then there is some c such that a -g c and b -+z c. 
GR~BNER BASES IN R” 
In this section we show that the reduction ring property is hereditary 
from R to R”, and describe how an appropriate ordering and appropriate 
sets of multipliers can be found for R”. 
Note that Grobner bases in R” cannot be computed by computing 
Grobner bases in R and “putting” them together because an ideal in R” is 
usually not of the form (A,, 0, . . . . 0) x (0, A?, 0) x ... x (0, . . . . 0, A,). 
In this section we use, in addition to the notation introduced above, the 
following notation. 
Notation. For c= (c,, . . . . c,) let Id(c) := min(ilci#O~, M(c) := c[~,~,, 
for c # 0. 
The next theorem shows that the property of being a reduction ring can 
be carried over from R to R”. 
THEOREM ON COMPUTATION OF GR~BNER BASES IN R”. Let R together 
with <, IC, Mf. be a reduction ring. Then R” with 
(*‘c 1, ..., -%) + (J’1, . . . . .Y,) = (XI +.Y1, . . . . x/l +y,), 
t-x 1, ..‘> x,,) x ( )‘I 7 . ..7 vn) = (x1 1’1, ...7 x/z y,), 
and together with cn, J,, A!~i,kl is a reduction ring, where 
(X I, . ..) x,,) <,* (ft,, . ..) yn) :o 3j : xi=J’j for i<j, xi<l’,, 
Jc:= ((j,k)lO~k~nork=*,jE1,,,,}. 
u,&,(~‘~ : = { (??I,, . . . . )??,)I tn[&) E h&,,,, f?lk = f?&,, c 
m,=O,forl#k,I#Id(c)], if k # Id(c), k # *, k > 1, 
JZ~~‘:=@ ifk=M(c), 
U~~o~:=((~,,...,~~)~~z~d(r,~M~d~r~,m,=0,forZ#Id(c)}, 
A?y *):= ((m, . . . . m)l m E M&c)}. 
ProoJ: cn is noetherian because < is noetherian. 
It remains to show that the axioms of a reduction ring are satisfied. 
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The axioms (RO), (RI ). (R2), (R4) are easy to see. For the proof of the 
remaining axioms the fact that 
CR) a +(m.Oeak +I?~~,‘.~) 
is important. 
Proofof(R3). Let b, CE R”, b, c #O. Let m:, . . . . mf,,~ iJiElh4c, M&i:,, s.t. 
br=CIGiG,,,m:. (Such mf exist for each I because of (R3) for R.) By 
construction, nri,! := (0, . . . . 0, mi, 0, . . . . 0, ml, 0, . . . . Oj~d!~j.‘.‘), (mf are at the 
Ith and the Id(c)th place of m,/. Let a := C,~j~,~,jZld~c)Cl~i~ni m,.!. 
Then (b - a),=0 for if M(c). If (b - a)Id(C, = 0 then we are finished. If 
(b-a),d,,.,=u #O then there are nz,, . . . . nzk such that c( =C mi. Let 
fM;,/&., : = (0, . . . . O,n7i,O,...,O).Thenb=a+~:m,,,,,=C;~~Cn~~LiC,~i~z,,, 
(where nldfC, = k.) 
The proof of (R5) and (R6 j are mainly based on the property (R), and 
can be done by a similar construction as in the proof of (R3). 
Proof of (R7). Assume cA;c’. Then it is easy to see that Id(c)=ld(c’). 
Let !xx, n?k satisfy (R7) for R for hd(,c), hd(c’), al+,. Let 
a’ = (0, . . . . 0, c(, 0, . . . . 0), ~=a&.,. Then cdcc’, a’ 6,, a. Let m= (m,, . ..) mk). 
With these a’ and m the requirements of (R7) can be easily shown. 
Proof of (R8). The proof of (R8) can be done analogously to the proof 
of (R7). B 
The next natural question that comes to mind is the question whether it 
is also possible to carry the property of being a reduction ring over from 
RI, . . . . R, to R, x ‘.. x R,. This is, by the above theorem, the case, if the 
rings R,, . . . . R, are isomorphic to each other. We do not know whether the 
property of being a reduction ring can always be carried over from 
R,, . . . . R, to R, x ... x R,. In the general case, the construction of the sets 
of multipliers does not work as in the theorem above. 
The construction of the sets of multipliers for computing Grobner bases 
of ideals in R” is quite different from the construction of the sets of multi- 
pliers for computing Grbbner bases of modules in R”, compare 17143. For 
computing Griibner bases of modules in R” the number of sets of multi- 
pliers is the same as it is for R. For computing Griibner bases of ideals in 
R” the number of sets of multipliers increases. If there are Y, sets of muiti- 
pliers for c in R then there are (n + 2) rhd(aj for a in R”; i.e., there are 
roughly (n + 2) as many sets of multipliers for R” as there are for R. 
In concrete examples one may find that one can put some of the sets of 
multipliers together and, hence, can have fewer sets of multipliers. The 
number of sets of multipliers influences the number of critical pairs to be 
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considered, so one should try to obtain few sets of multipliers if possible. 
However, in general, when using fewer sets of multipliers the axioms of a 
reduction ring are not satisfied. 
GR~BNER BASES IN R/(A) 
In this section we show that the reduction ring property is hereditary 
from ,R to R/(A), and describe how an appropriate ordering and 
appropriate sets of multipliers can be found for R/(A). 
Grijbner bases in rings R/(A) for special rings R and special subsets A 
of R have been considered by Kapur and Madlener [8]. These authors do 
not compute the Grobner bases in R/(A) itself, but simulate the construc- 
tion of Grobner bases by computations in R. While this approach seems to 
be quite straightforward, it is important for its correctness that the reduc- 
tion relation allows sufficiently many reductions. For example, such a 
simulation of a Grobner basis computation is possible in reduction rings. 
To formulate this fact as a theorem, the following notation is needed. 
Notation. For fixed’R and A, A E R, A finite, < an ordering on R, 
(p) := {qER(p EAq)forpER, 
I(P) : = a p E P that is minimal in P w.r.t. <, for PE R/(A). 
(Note that 1(P) is unique if R together with < and some I,, ML is a reduc- 
tion ring. ) 
THEOREM ON SIMULATION OF GR~BNER BASES IN R/(A). Let R, <, I,, 
Mf. be a reduction ring, A( c R) finite, A a reduced Griibner bases in R, Let 
B( & R) be finite, 
<,,g: p <A Q :* l(P)<4Q,, 
Ni:= {(m) 1 “EMf~,,}. 
Let G be a reduced Griibner bases of (B u A) in R. Then { (p) ( p E G - A} 
is a Griibner basis of ((B)) : = ( (b) ( b E B} in R/(A) using the ordering 
< A and sets of multipliers N’,, is Iii,-,. 
ProoJ: It suffices to show that each PE ((B)) can be reduced to 0 (in 
R/(A) by G-A. Clearly, /(P) can be reduced to 0 (in R j by G. During this 
reduction to 0 one may always reduce by elements of A whenever possible. 
In (<B)) reductions by an element in -4 are replaced by computing 
the representative of the equivalence class considered. This gives the 
theorem. 1 
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However, how to compute Griibner bases in rings R/(A) is a general 
problem that should be studied in more detail. Computing Grijbner bases 
in R/(A j by “simulating” the computation in R is a first attempt to solve 
this problem. This approach suffices for solving certain problems. However, 
if one wants to compute Grobner bases in rings S built up from rings 
R/(A) this approach will not give a good strategy for doing so, see above. 
A theorem that guarantees that R/(A) is a reduction ring whenever R is a 
reduction ring (and A is a Grobner basis, and, possibly, certain other 
properties are satisfied) would be more useful in such situations. 
In the next few paragraphs we show that one can, under certain assump- 
tions, carry over the property of being a reduction ring from R to R/(A) 
if the ordering considered for R is a total ordering. (For total orderings, the 
axioms of a reduction ring can be formulated in a more compact way.) We 
then give some classes of rings R and sets A for which R/(A) is a reduction 
ring. 
DEFINITION. R together with <, I,. (finite, c E R), ML ( c R, c E R, i E I, ) 
is a totally ordered reduction ring iff < is a total noetherian ordering on R, 
and the following axioms (RO), (Rl), (R2t), (R3), (R4), (R6t), (R7r) and 
the axioms (RTl), (REl), (RE2) are satisfied. 
(ROj REM,. 
(RI) mEM, =s --mEM,. 
(R2r) nz E M, * mc#O, 
ml, m2E ML =S m,c#m2c. 
(R3) Vb,c#03m, ,..., n~kEM,:b=~l<i<kmi. . . 
(R4j a#0 * a>0 
Wt) m,,rn,EM’, * ml - m2 E M, or nz, = ml. 
(R7t) Va,bERGnVcER:(a<b)or 
(i) (b > b + c Z. a > a + mc, 
(ii) ‘Vjs’j3i : nZ E ML + mr?l E M<., 
(iii) m is not a zero divisor). 
THEOREM ON TOTALLY ORDERED REDUCTION RINGS. Let R together wirh 
<, I,, ML be a totally ordered reduction ring. Then R together with <, 
I,, Mi is also a reduction ring. 
The proof of this theorem is straightforward. 
Examples of totally ordered reduction rings are Z (with the ordering and 
the sets of multipliers as in [4]) and Z, (with the ordering and the sets of 
multipliers as in [ 11, 121). 
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The next theorem shows that the property of being a reduction ring 
can be carried over from R to R/(.4) for certain totally ordered reduction 
rings R. 
THEOREMON COMPUTATIONOF GR~BNER BASES IN R/(A). Let R together 
with <, IC, Mf. be a total@ ordered reduction ring, A a finite subset of R. 
a<,bo l(a) < 4b), 
(,K~!il)ii,~)~J,, apartition of(Mfi,, - {m E Mf,,., ( (m/(c)) = 0} ) 
with WI,, ml E &li*.i’s m, c # m,c. 
Assume JC isJnite for all CE R/(A), and (R7t)(ii), (iii) is satisfiedfor J, and 
.,&‘Fj’. Then R/(A), together with cA, J,, uH~i,i~ is a totally ordered reduc- 
tion ring. 
Proof: The proofs of (RO), (Rl), (R2t), (R3), (R4), (R6t), (RTl), 
(REl), (RE2) are straightforward. 
Proof of (R7t). Let a, b be arbitrary, but fixed; assume a 2 .4 b (the 
other case is trivial). Let wz be such that 
Vc: l(a)<Z(b) or (I(b)>I(b)+c=>I(a)>I(a)+mc, 
VjIi : Ci E Mt. * rnCi E Mi, 172 is not a zero divisor). 
Let m’ = (m). Let c’ be such that b > b + c’, i.e., I(b) > A I(b + c’) = 1(b) + c 
for some c. Hence, (I(b + c’)) = (Z(b) + c), i.e., f(b + c’) = I(b) + c + 2 cl,ai 
for some aiEA, ai~R, and b+c’=b+c+CPiai for some alEA, PiER. 
This means c’ = c + C Piai, and, hence, /(a + (mc)) = /(a + (mc’)) = 
Z(a + m’c’). By the construction of ~72, I(a) 3 Z(a) + mc 2 /(a + (mc)) = 
/(a + m’c’); i.e., a > A a + m’c’. 1 
In case R with <, Z,, Mi is a totally ordered reduction ring and R/(A) 
has just finitely many zero divisors, then a required partition into sets 
J$J) is always possible. (It suffices to take ) .Z, 1 equal 1 + number of zero 
divisors in R/(A).) 
Again, for concrete examples, it will s&ices to have fewer sets of multi- 
pliers. For example, in Z,, one has to find an appropriate partition of 
(M,-(2k(kEZ))=(l,3,5,7). Because 1.4=3.4=5.4=7.4 in Z, one 
obtains / JC4) ) = 4. In [ll, 121 we have shown that it suffices to take two 
sets of multipliers for 4, Mj” = { 11, M;- = (7 >. However, in general, when 
using fewer sets of multipliers as proposed in the theorem, the axioms of a 
reduction ring are not satisfied. 
For proving that a total ordered reduction ring is a reduction ring it suf- 
fices to have (R7t) for non-trivial (common) reducibles a and minimal non- 
trivial (common) reducibles 6. If R is a polynomial ring or R is of the form 
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S/(A) (S a polynomial ring, A a finite subset of S) this means that one has 
to consider only monomials b and polynomials a with a power product 
that is a multiple of the power product in b. We denote the axiom (R7t) 
when required only for such a and b by (R7p). From this one easily obtains 
that the property of being a total ordered reduction ring (with (R7pj 
instead of (R7f)) can be carried over from a polynomial ring R to R/(A) 
under the conditions stated in the Theorem on Computation of Grobner 
Bases in R/(A). 
An important fact in this context is that R[s r, . . . . x,,] is a totally ordered 
reduction ring with (R7p) instead of (R7t) (and with the usual sets of mul- 
tipliers, see, e.g., [4] and all possible sums of it) whenever R is a totally 
ordered reduction ring. The proof of this fact is straightforward. 
For example, it is now easy to see that Z,[x,, . . . . x,~]/(x~ - 1, . . . . X: - 1 ) 
is a reduction ring (together with the ordering and the sets of multipliers 
specified by the theorems). 
In general, if R is a totally ordered reduction ring, then all rings of the 
structure R[x,, . . . . ~,]/(a,, . . . . uk), where each aj has the form ~~x~-a~s~~ 
are totally ordered reduction rings, and, hence, reduction rings. 
CONCLUSIONS 
We have shown in this paper that the reducion ring property is 
hereditary from R to R” and, for certain total ordered reduction rings, also 
to R/(A). The proofs for these facts are relatively easy because the notion 
of a reduction ring as introduced in [4] is powerful enough to handle 
Grijbner bases computations in quite general rings. 
By the theorems in this paper one can built up whole towers of rings in 
which Grobner bases can be computed. This gives an algorithmic method 
to solve, for example, ideal membership roblems, congruence problems in 
these rings. 
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